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Abstract: We consider a fourth order nonlinear ordinary differential equation together with two-point boundary conditions and 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider the following 4th order ordinary differential equation 
x<4)=f(t, x, x', x", x '"), (1.1) 
together with the boundary conditions 
x(a)=A 1, x ' (a)=A z, x(b)=Bl ,  x ' (b)=B z. (1.2) 
Throughout, in what follows we shall assume that the function f ~ C [[a, b] x R 4 ~ ~ ]. 
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the above boundary value problem mainly 
because its particular cases find several applications in engineering, e.g. see [8,11,12,15,17-21 and the 
references therein]. In general, the analytical solution of (1.1), (1.2), even when f is linear and independent 
of x', x", x '", cannot be determined. Faced with this difficulty we resort to numerical methods; in 
[8,11-13,20,21] several finite difference methods have been analysed, whereas differential inequality 
methods have been analyzed in [10,18,19]. Further, shooting types of methods, e.g. see [1-4,12], can be used 
directly or after converting (1.1), (1.2) into its equivalent first order system. 
In this paper we obtain some inequalities in Section 2, which are the best possible and answer an open 
problem for a particular case raised by Agarwal in [5]. These inequalities are used to derive necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of (1.1), (1.2). These results are 
sharper than those which can be deduced from the known ones in [6,7]. In Section 4, we provide an a-priori 
estimate on the length of the interval (b - a) so that the Picard's iterative scheme (4.3) converges to the 
unique solution x*(t) of (1.1), (1.2). In practical evaluation of Picard's iterative sequence {Xm(t)) only an 
approximate sequence (y,,(t)} is constructed and this depends on approximating f by some simpler 
function. In Section 5, to find ym+~(t) we approximate f by fm and obtain necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the convergence of (y, , ( t ) )  to the solution x*(t). The iterative scheme Quasilinearization 
developed by Bellman and Kalaba [10], see also [14], is discussed in Section 6. We provide an upper 
estimate on (b -a )  so that the scheme (6.1), (6.2) converges to x*(t). The a-priori conditions for the 
quadratic onvergence are also given. Finally, in Section 7, several examples are illustrated to dwell on the 
importance and limitations of our results. 
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2. Preliminary results 
Lemma 2.1. Let x( t ) ~ C(4)[a, b] satisfying 
x (a )  = x ' (a)  = x (b)  = x ' (b)  = 0. (2.1) 
Then 
[x(k)(t)[<~ f4 ,k (b -a )  4 kM, k=0,1 ,2 ,3 ,  (2.2) 
where M = maxa~<x~blx(4)(t)[ and 
C4, 0 = 1/384, C4, , = 1/72vc3 - , C4, 2 = 1/12,  C4, 3 = 1/2.  
Proof. Any function x(t)  ~ C(4)[a, b] satisfying (2.1) can be written as 
X( t ) = fabg( t, s lx(4)( s )ds, 
where g(t, s) is the Green's function of the boundary value problem: x (4) = 0, boundary conditions (2.1) 
that is, 
2(b -- t ) (s - -  a) ] 
( t -a )2 (b -s )2 [ (s - t )+- - - - (b -~- - -  t<~s, 
1 
- × [ 2 ( t -a ) (b -s )  g(t,  s) 6(b a) 2 (s a)Z(b - t) 2[(t - s) + (--ff-~-_-~ , s ~< t. 
Thus we need to show that 
f b akg(t, S) ds )4-*, at* C4,,(b - a k = 0,  1, 2, 3. (2 .3 )  
Since g(t, s) >~ 0 for all a ~< t, s ~< b, we find 
b 1 ( t -a )Z(b -  2 1 _ = t) ~< 3~(b  a) 4 f lg ( t ,s ) lds  ~.v 
and (2.3) holds for k = 0. 
The verification of (2.3) for k = 1, 2, 3 involves computation which is tedious though elementary. In fact, 
gt(t, S) as well as gtt(t, s) both change sign and hence several different cases have to be considered 
separately, whereas gttt(t, S) has a change of sign along the diagonal. [] 
Remark 2.2. The constants C4.k in (2.2) are the best possible as they are exact for the function 
x(t )  = (t - a)2(b - t) 2 and only for this function up to a constant factor. 
Lemma 2.3. ([16]). Let B be a Banach space and let for r > 0, r ~ R, S(xo, r) = {x ~ B: [Ix - xoll ~ r). Let T 
map S(xo, r) into B and 
(i) for all x, y ~ S( x o, r ) :  [[Tx - Tyll ~ allx -YII, where 0 <~ a < 1, 
(ii) r o = (1 - ko) -1 × IlTx0 - xoll ~< r. 
Then 
(1) Thas a fixed point x* in S(xo, ro), 
(2) x* is the unique fixed point of T in S(xo, r), 
(3) the sequence {x,, } defined by xm+ 1 = Txm, m = O, 1 . . . . .  converges to x* with IIx* - x,.ll ~ k~ro. 
3. Existence and uniqueness 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that 
(i) k, > 0, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, are given real numbers and Q is the maximum of [f(t, u o, u 1, u 2, u3) I on the 
compact set {(t, u0, ul, u2, u3): a ~< t ~< b, luA ~< 2k~, i = 0, 1, 2, 3}, 
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(ii) maxa~,~blP3~i)(t)l <~ ki, i = O, 1, 2, 3, where Pa(t) is the third degree polynomial satisfying (1.2), 
(iii) the following inequality holds: 
Then the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) has at least one solution. 
Pro f .  The set B [a, bl = {x( t )~ C(3)[a, b]: IIx('ll ~ 2k ,  i = 0, 1, 2, 3}, where IIx(~)ll = maxa~,~blx(')(t)l is 
a closed convex subset of the Banach space C(3)[a, b]. The mapping T: C(3)[a, bl --' C~4)[a, b] defined by 
Tx( t )  = P3(t) + fbg( t ,  s ) f ( s ,  x(s ) ,  X'(S), x " (s ) ,  x '" (s))ds (3.1) 
is completely continuous. Further, for any x( t )  E B[a, b], Tx(t )  - Pa(t) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 
2.1 and T(4)x( t ) = f ( t, x(  t ), x'( t ), x"(  t ), x '" ( t )) provides max~t,~blT~4)x( t )l <~ Q. Thus we have 
IT~')x(t) -P~')(t) l<~ Qf4 , i (b -a )  4- i ,  i=0 ,  1,2, 3 
and hence 
[T~')x(t)[<~ max IP3~')I+QC41(b 4-1 , -a )  , i=0 ,  1 ,2 ,  3. 
a<~t<~b 
Conditions (ii) and (iii) imply that T maps B[a, b] into itself. It then follows from Schauder's fixed point 
theorem that T has a fixed point in B[a, b]. The fixed point is a solution of (1.1), (1.2) [] 
Corollary 3.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied. Then for any given c > 0 there is a solution x( t )  
of (1.1), (1.2) such that Ix~i)(t) - P~3i)l < c on [a, b], i = O, 1, 2, 3, provided (b - a) is sufficiently small. 
Proof. If x( t )  is a solution of (1.1), (1.2) with x( t )  ~ B[a, b], then 
a) , i 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,  ixt i ) ( t )_p~)l<~ Qf4 . i (b_  4--i -~. 
on [a, b] and Corollary 3.2 follows. [] 
Corollary 3.3. Assume that the function f ( t ,  u 0, u 1, u 2, u3) on [a, b] × ~4 satisfies the following condition: 
3 
I f ( t ,  Uo, ua, u2, u3)l ~< Co + ~ cj+dujl% 0 ~< a s < 1, (3.2) 
j=0 
where the cj, 0 <~j <~ 4, are nonnegative constants. Then (1.1), (1.2) has a solution. 
Proo|. Let x(t )  ~ B[a, b], then (3.2) provides 
3 
I f ( t ,  x ( t ) ,  x ' ( t ) ,  x " ( t ) ,  x '" ( t))  I ~< c o + E cj+l(2kj) " j= M (say). 
j=O 
Now Theorem 3.1 is applicable by choosing ki, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, sufficiently large so that 
max le3~')(t)l<~k~ and MC4. i (b-a)4- i<~k~,  i=0 ,1 ,2 ,3 .  [] 
a<~t<~b 
Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.1 is a local existence theorem whereas Corollary 3.3 does not require any condition 
on the length of the interval or the boundary conditions. 
Theorem 3.5. Assume that the function f ( t, u 0, u 1, u 2, u 3) on [a, b] × R 4 satisfies the following condition: 
3 
I f ( t ,  u o, u 1, u 2, u3)I~<L+ ~ Ljluj[. (3.3) 
j~0 
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Then (1.1), (1.2) has at least one solution for any A1, A2, Ba and B 2 provided that 
3 
0 = Y~ LjCa.j(b - a) 4-j < 1. (3.4) 
j=0 
Proof. The problem (1.1), (1.2) is equivalent to the following boundary value problem: 
y~a)(t) =f ( t ,  y ( t )  + P3(t), y ' ( t )  + P~(t), y " ( t )  + P~'(t), y '" (t) + P3'" (t)),  (3.5) 
y(a)  =y' (a )  =y(b)  =y ' (b )  = 0. (3.6) 
Define M as the set of functions four times continuously differentiable on [a, b] and satisfying (3.6). If we 
introduce in M the norm IlYlI--maxa~,~bly~a)(t)l, then M becomes a Banach space. We define the 
mapping T: M ~ M as follows: 
Ty(t) = fbg( t ,  s ) f ( s ,  y (s )  + P3 (s), y' (s)  + P;(s),  y" (s )  + P;'(s), y '" (s) + P3" (s))ds, 
(3.7) 
and show that it maps the ball B={y( t )~M: l ly l [~(L+l ) / (1 -0 )}  into itself, where l=  
maxa,t,bE~=oLj[P3~J)( t )[. 
Indeed, i fy ( t )~ B then from (3.7), 
IITylP ~< max I f(t ,  y ( t )  + P3(t), y' ( t )  + P;(t) ,  y" ( t )  + P;'(t),  y "" (t)  + P3'" (t))l 
a<~t<~b 
3 
~<L+ max Y'. Ljly~J)(t)+P~J)(t)] (3.8) 
a<~t~b j~ 0 
3 
<~L+I+ max ELj Iy~J)(t) [  • 
a<~t~b j~O 
Using Lemma 2.1 in (3.8), we obtain 
3 
IlZYll <~ t + 1+ ~ tiC 4 j (b  - a)4-Jllyll ~< ( t  + 1) + 0 Z +_.___.!/= t + l 
g=0 ' 1 -0  1 -0 '  
Then it follows from Schauder's fixed point theorem that T has a fixed point in B. The fixed point y(t)  
(say) is a solution of (3.5), (3.6) and hence (1.1), (1.2) has a solution x( t )=y( t )+ P3(t). Since y( t )~ B, 
Lemma 2.1 provides the following inequalities: 
L+I  J 4-i 
[x~i)(t)-p3~i)(t)l<~Ca.i-~--~_o(b-a) , i=0 ,  1,2, 3. [] 
Theorem 3.6. Let the boundary value problem (1.1), (2.1) where f(t ,  Uo, ul, u2, u3) on [a, b] × R 4 satisfies 
3 
If(t ,  Uo, u,, u 2, u3) I ~< Y~ LglujI (3.9) 
j=0 
have a nontrivial solution. Then, 0 >! 1. 
Proof. Let x(t)  be a solution of (1.1), (2.1). Then, from (3.9) and Lemma 2.1, we get 
3 
[x~')(t)l~< ~ LyC4,j(b-a)4-'i× max Ix~4)(t)l 
j~o a<~t<~b 
and hence m <~ Ore, where m = max~t~b]x~a)(t)l. Evidently m > 0, otherwise x(t)  will coincide on [a, b] 
with a polynomial of degree p < 4 and will not have a nontrivial solution of (1.1), (2.1). [] 
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Remark 3.7. In (3.9) at least one of the L j , j  = 0, 1, 2, 3, will not be zero, otherwise x(t)  will coincide on 
[a, b] with a polynomial of degree p < 4 and will not be a nontrivial solution of (1.1), (2.1). 
Remark 3.8. If (3.9) is satisfied then obviously x(t)  - 0 is a solution of (1.1), (2.1); if 0 < 1 Theorem 3.5 also 
guarantees its uniqueness. 
4. Pieard's iterations 
Definition 4.1. A function if(t) ~ C(4)[a, b] is called an approximate solution of (1.1), (1.2) if there exist 8 
and c, nonnegative constants, uch that 
max [ i (4 ) ( t ) - f ( t ,  i f ( t) ,  Y'(t), i " ( t ) ,  i ' " ( t ) ) l  ~< ~ 
a<~t~b 
and 
max IP~3i)( t ) - f f~ i ) ( t ) l~  ,C4,i( b - a )  4- i ,  
a~t<<.b 
where ff3(t) is the third degree polynomial satisfying 
i=0,1 ,2 ,3 ,  
/~(a)  = 2(a ) ,  /~3'(a) = ff'(a), ff3(b) = Y(b), ff3'(b) = i ' (b ) .  
The approximate solution i ( t )  can be expressed as 
i ( t )  = ff3(t) + fbg(t, s ) [ f ( s ,  X(S), i ' ( s ) ,  i " ( s ) ,  i ' " ( s ) )  +*/(s)]ds, 
Ja 
where 
(4.1) 
~l( t )=X(4) ( t ) - f ( t ,  f f ( t ) ,X ' ( t ) ,~" ( t ) , i ' " ( t ) )  and max [7/(t)[~<g. 
a<~t<~b 
Definition 4.2. The function f(t ,  u o, u 1, u 2, u3) is said to be of Lipschitz class if for all (t, u o, u 1, u2, u3), 
(t, 0 o, 01, 02, 03) ~ [a, b] × D, D c R 4, the following is satisfied: 
3 
I f (t ,  Uo, ul, U 2 , U3) - - f ( t ,  Vo, Vl ,  V2, 03) I ~< ~ Lilu i - oil. 
i=O 
In what follows we consider the Banach space B = C(3)[a, b] and for all x(t)  ~ B 
Ilxll = max ( (C4o(b -a ) J / f4 . j )  max IxtY)(t)l}. 
0~j~3 ', ~ ' a~t~b 
Theorem 4.3. With respect o (1.1), (1.2) we assume that there exists an approximate solution i (  t) and 
(i) the function f (  t, Uo, u 1, u2, u3) is of Lipschitz class on [a, b] × D, where 
D= {(Uo, u,, u 2, u3): [uj -  i ( J ' ( t )[  <~ N( C4,j/Ca,o(b-a)J),  o ~ j  <~ 3), 
(ii) 0 < 1 and 
(1 -- 0 ) - - l ( [  + ~)C4,0 (b  - a )  4 ~ N .  (4.2) 
Then 
(1) there exists a solution x*(t) of (1.1), (1.2) in if( i ,  No), 
(2) x*(t) is the unique solution of (1.1), (1.2) in S( i ,  N), 
(3) the Picard' s sequence ( x m ( t ) }, defined by 
xm+l( t )=P3( t )+ g( t , s ) f (S ,  Xm(S) ,X ' (S ) ,X~(S) ,X" (s ) )ds ,  m=0,1  . . . . .  
xo(t ) =2(t ) ;  (4.3) 
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converges to x*( t ) with IIx* - xmll ~ OmNo, where 
N O = (1 - 0)-l l[x I -x[I.  
Proof. Define an operator T: i(:~, N) ---, C(4)[a, b] as in (3.1). If x(t) ~ i (~,  N) then it is easy to verify 
that (x(t), x'(t), x"(t), x "(t))  ~ D. Further, if x(t), y(t) ~ S(~, N), then (Tx(t) - Ty(t)) satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 2.1 and we get 
3 
IT(J)x(t) - T(J)y(t)l <~ C4,i(b - a) 4-j max ~ Lilx(')(t) -y ( ' ) ( t ) l  
a<~t<~b i=o 
3 
<~ Cn,j(b - a )  4 - j  E L i (C4 , i /C4 ,0(b  - a)J)[[ x -YlI, 0 ~<j ~< 3 
i=o 
and hence 
IITx - Tyll ~ OIIx -YlI. 
Further, from (3.1) and (4.1), we have 
Tff(t) - ~( t )  = P3(t) - fi3(t) --fabg(t, s)71(s)ds 
and Lemma 2.1 provides 
IZ(J)~(t) - ~(J)(t)l ~< (( + 8)Caj(b - a) 4-j, 0 ~<j ~< 3. 
Hence 
IITY - Yll ~< (( + ~)C4,o( b - a) 4, 
which is, from (4.2), 
(1 " 0) -  IIITY - x[I g N. 
Thus the conditions of Lemma 2.3 are satisfied and the conclusions (1)-(3) follow. [] 
Remark 4,4. If N = o¢, then obviously (4.2) is satisfied; Theorem 4.3 ensures the existence of x*(t) in 
i(.~, No) and its uniqueness in if(Y, c¢). 
Remark 4.5. From conclusion (3) of Theorem 4.3 and (4.2), we get 
[Ix* - x[I ~< (1 - 0)-1(( + 8)C4,0(b _ a)4. 
5. Approximate Picard's iterates 
In Theorem 4.3, conclusion (3) ensures that the sequence {x,,(t)) obtained from (4.3) converges to the 
solution x*(t) of (1.1), (1.2). However, in practical evaluation this sequence is approximated by the 
computed sequence, say (ym(t)}. To find y,,+ 1(0, the function f is approximated by fm" Therefore, the 
computed sequence (y,,(t)} satisfies the recurrence relation 
ym+,(t )=P3(t)+fbg(t ,s) f , , (s ,y ,~(s) ,y ,~(s) ,y~, ' (s) ,y~ ' (s))ds, m--0,  1 
yo(t) = xo(t ) = ~(t ) .  (5.1) 
With respect o f,,, we shall assume the following condition: 
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Condition CI. For ym(t), y'(t), y~,'(t), y'" (t)) obtained from (5.1), the following inequality is satisfied: 
max I f(t,ym(t), y ' ( t ) ,y~,( t ) ,y ' "  ( t ) ) - f , , ( t ,  ym(t) ,y ' ( t ) ,  y ' ; ( t ) ,y "  (t)) l  
a<t<~b 
~<a,, max I f (t ,ym(t),y~,(t) ,y~(t),y~'"(t))  I, m=0,1  . . . . .  (5.2) 
a<~t~b 
where a m, m = 0, 1 . . . . .  are nonnegative constants and a,, ~< A. 
Inequality (5.2) corresponds to the relative error in approximating the function f by fm for the (m + 1)st 
iteration. 
Theorem 5.1. With respect o (1.1), (1.2), if there exists an approximate solution Y(t), (C1) is satisfied and 
(i) condition (i) of Theorem 4.3 is satisfied, 
(ii) 0 I=( I+A)0<I ,  
(iii) the following inequality holds: 
where 
then 
N 1 = (1 - 01)- '  ( ,  + 8 + AF)C4.o(b- a)" <~ N, 
F= max If(t, ~(t),  Y~'(t), ~"(t), ~'" ( t ) ) ] ,  
a<~t~b 
(1) all the conclusions (1)-(3) of Theorem 4.3 hold, 
(2) the sequence {ym(t)} obtained from (5.1) remains in g(Y~, N1), 
(3) the sequence (ym(t)} converges to x*(t), the solution of (1.1), (1.2),/f and only if 
lira Llym+l(t)-P3(t ) -  g(t ,s) f (s ,ym(s) ,y,~(s) ,y,~(s) ,y '"  ( s ) )ds l l=O 
and 
(5.3) 
IIx* -ym+l l l  ~ (1 - 0)- l [011ym+l - Y,~II 
+AC4°(b-a)4" a,~,,bmax I f(t,y,,(t),y'(t),y~,'(t),y,~" (t)) I] • (5.4) 
Proof. Since 01 < 1 implies 0 < 1 and obviously N O ~< N 1, the conditions of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied and 
conclusion (1) follows. 
To prove (2) we note that ~( t )~ S(~, N1) and from (4.1) and (5.1) we find 
yl(t) - i f ( t )  = P3(t) - /~( t )  
+ Lbg( t, s)[fo(s, £(s) ,  ~',(s), Y,"(s), ~'"(s))  
--f(s, ~(s),  ~'(s), ~"(s), ~'" (s)) -- ~(s ) ]ds .  
Thus, from Lemma 2.1, we get 
ly[J)(t) -~( J ) ( t ) l  ~< (,  + 8)C4, j (b  - a) 4-j + C4j(b - a)4- J  ao F,  0 <~j <~ 3 
and hence 
IlYl - ~ll ~ (¢ + 8 + Af)f4.o(b - a)" <~ N 1. 
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Next we assume y,,(t)  ~ S(.~, N1) and show that ym+l(t) ~ S(ff, N1). From (4.1) and (5.1), we have 
ym+,(t) - if(t) = P3(/)  - ff3(t) 
fa b + g( t , s ) [ f~(s ,y , , ( s ) ,y ' ( s ) ,y" (s ) ,y~' " (s ) )  
- f ( s ,  X(s) ,  Z'(s), Y"(s), Y"  (s)) - r / (s ) ]ds  
and Lemma 2.1 provides 
[y(~ l( t ) - ~(J)( t )[ <~ 
Hence 
C4,o 
which gives 
~< 
C<j(b - a)4- J (c  + 8) + C40(b - a) 4-j 
× max [ I fm(t ,y . , ( t ) ,y ' ( t ) ,y" ( t ) ,y~'"  (t)) 
a@t<~b 
- f ( t ,y , . ( t ) ,y~, ( t ) ,y~ ' ( t ) ,y ' "  (t)) 
+I f ( t ,  ym(t), y" (t), yL'(t), Ym" (t)) 
--f(t,  E(t) ,  E'(t), E"(t),  E ' " ( t ) ) l ]  
C4.j(b-a) 4-j ,+3+AF+(1  +A)  max E Li[Y(.,i)(t)-x(i)(t)[ 
a<~t~b i=0  
C4,j(b - a) 4-j ~ + 8 + AF+ (1 + A) y '  Li(C<i/C<o(b - a)S)lly,. - .~11 .
i=0  
<~ (, + 8 + AF)C4,o(b - a) 4 + O, Ily m - Xl[, 
( b - a)ly(J)+ a( t ) - ~(J)(t)  [ 
c,,j 0~<j~<3, 
[lYm+, - -~[[ ~< (1 - 8,)N 1 + 01N 1 -~- N 1 . 
This completes the proof of (2). 
From the definition of x., + 1 (t) and Ym + 1 (t) we have 
Xm+,(t)--ym+,(') e,(t)+£b = g(t ,  s ) f ( s ,y ,~(s ) ,ym(s ) ,y" (s ) ,y ' "  ( s ) )ds  -ym+,(t )  
/: + g(t, s ) [ f ( s ,  xm(s), x~(s) ,  x=(s), x/~" (s)) 
- f (s ,y , . (s ) ,y ,~(s) ,y~' (s ) ,y ,  ff' (s)) ]  ds 
and hence, as earlier, we find 
I/x.,+, -y.,+,ll <~ Ilym+l(t) -P3(/) 
_ ~bg(t, s ) f ( s ,  ym (s) ,  y~(s), y~(s ) ,  y~" (s))ds[[ + O[[x m - Y.,[[. 
Since Xo( t  ) = yo(t) the above inequality provides 
IIx,.+, - Y,.+ 111 
Om-' t f bg( t ,s ) f (s ,y , (s ) ,y , (s ) ,y~ (s),y,  (s))dsl l .  ~< [lY,+,( ) - P3(t)  - ' . . . . .  
i=0  
(5 .s) 
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Using (5.5) in the triangle inequality, we get 
IIx* -Y,,+~II ~< ~ O"-qlY~+l(t) - P3(t) 
i=0  
- f bg(t, s ) f ( s ,  y,(s),  y ' (s) ,  yi"(s), y,'" (s))dsl l  + Ilxm+l - x*ll. (5.6) 
In (5.6), Theorem 4.3 ensures that l im,,~ Jx , ,+ l  - x*lL = 0. Thus condition (5.3) is necessary and sufficient 
for the convergence of the sequence {ym(t)} to x*(t) to follow from Toeplitz' lemma: " for  any 0 ~< a ~< 1, 
- -  r~l m - -  i let s,, - E~=0 a dr, m = 0, 1 . . . .  , then l im,,~ ~s,, = 0 if and only if l im, ,~dm = 0". 
Finally, to prove (5.4) we note that 
b 
x*(t) -ym+l(t )  = f~ g(t,  s ) [ f ( s ,  x*(s),  x*'(s), x*"(s),  x* '"(s)) 
- f ( s ,  ym(s ) ,y ' ( s ) ,y ' ; ( s ) ,  y;" (s)) 
+ f ( s ,  y,,(s), y" (s), y~(s) ,  y~'" (s)) 
- f , , ( s ,y , , ( s ) ,y ' ( s ) ,y~(s ) ,y~"  (s))]  ds 
and as earlier we find 
[ Ix*-y, ,+al[~OIIx*-Ymll+AC4.o(b-a)4X max I f ( t ,ym(t ) ,y ' ( t ) ,y~( t ) ,y~' " ( t ) ) l .  (5.7) 
a<~t<~b 
From (5.7), inequality (5.4) is obvious. [] 
6. Quasilinearization 
Here, we shall provide upper estimates on (b -  a) so that the sequence {xm(t)}, generated from the 
quasilinear iterative scheme 
(4) _ t . p .  Xm+l(t ) - - f ( t ,  xm(t),  xm(t ), xm(t ), X m ( t ) )  
3 
= c ~_, ( x,,+l(t)(i) _ xm~i) (t)) ~ f ( t ,  x, , ( t ) ,  x ' ( t ) ,  x~(t) ,  x~," ( t ) ) ,  (6.1) 
i=0 Ox~)(t) 
x , ,+l (a)=A1,  x '+ , (a )=A2,  x , ,+ l (b )=B 1, X'm+~(b)=B2, re=O,  1 . . . . .  (6.2) 
where Xo(t ) = ~(t)  and c is any real number, converges to the unique solution x*(t) of (1.1), (1.2). 
Theorem 6.1. With respect o (1.1), (1.2) we assume that there exists an approximate solution Y~( t) and that 
(i) the function f(t ,  Uo, u 1, uz, u3) is continuously differentiable with respect to all ui, 0 <~ i <~ 3, on 
[a ,b]XD,  
(ii) there exist nonnegative constants L,, 0 <~ i <~ 3, such that for all ( t, Uo, u 1, u 2, u3)E [a, b ]x  
O : l(O/Oui)f( t, Uo, ul, u2, u3)[ ~< L i, 
(iii) 02 = (1 + 21cl)0 < 1 and 
g 2 = (1 - 02)-1( ,  + 6)C4.o(b - a) 4 ~< N. 
Then 
(1) the sequence {x,,(t)} generated by (6.1), (6.2) remains in S(~, N2), 
(2) the sequence (x,~(t)} converges to the unique solution x*(t) of (1.1), (1.2), 
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(3 a bound on the error is given by 
'lx*-x~l'<~( 1- lc l)O)~( , lO 
(1 +lcl)O~/ 
(1 + Icl)0 ) -~ 
1 - Ic l0 IIx~ - £1] (6.3) )1 
(1 + lel)0 (1 - I c l0 ) -~( ,  + 8) × C4,0 (b - a) 4. (6.4) 
1 -IclO 
Proof. Obviously, 2(t)  --- Xo(t ) ~ S(2, N2). Thus, we need to show that if Xm(t ) ~ S(R, N2), then xm÷l(t) 
S(2, N2). Since xm(t) ~ S(2, N2) implies that (x,,(t), x'~(t), x~(t), x "  (t)) ~ D, we find from (6.1), (6.2) 
and (4.1) that 
= f g(t,.)[/(s,~.,(s),x'.,(s),:(s),~,, is)) xm+,(t)_ff(t)  P3(t)_ff3(t)+ b ,,, 
3 0 
+c E (x~)+~(s) -x~) (s ) ) - - f ( s ,  x.,(s), x'.,,(s), x~(s), x "  (s)) 
~-o Ox~>(s) 
"I 
- f ( s ,  Y(s), Y'(s), ~"(s), E " (s)) -t / (s)/ds.  
So we have, from Lemma 2.1, 
(J) [Xm+l(t ) --~(J)(t) I 
<~ ,C4,j(b - a) 4-j + C4,j(b - a) 4-j X 
Ilf(s, Xm(S), X'm(S), X'(S), X,7' (S)) --f(s, Y, (S), Y~'(S), ~"(S), ~/," (S))I × max 
a<~t~<b t 3 ] 
+lcl ~ Li(~+1"(i) ( t ) -E( i ) ( t ) l+lx2)(t) -E2)(t) l} +8 
i=0 
3 C4 ~ 
(, + 8)64 j(b - a) 4-j + C4,j(b - a)4-Jl E Zi (-~"-___ (llXm -- -Xll 
,~o c . .0__  a ) '  
+IclIIXm÷I -- ~11 + IclIIxm -- ~11)I, 0~j  ~ 3. 
Thus we get 
IlXm+~ -- ~11 ~ ( '  + 8) C4,o(b - a) 4 + O [[c[IlXm+~ -- ~11 + (1 + Icl)N2] • 
The above inequality is same as 
Ilxm+l -~[ l<  (1 - IclO)-~[(¢+8)C4.o(b-a)'+(1 +lcl)ON2] 
and IlXm+a -~l l  ~ N2 follows from the definition of N:. 
Next, from (6.1) and (6.2), we have 
Xm+l(t) --xm(t)= 
(,)) 
' x"  ' ~ :, '" ~s) )  --/(S, Xm_I(S),Xm_I(S), m_,~S,, ~_,, 
3 I Ox~)(s) f (s '  "~-C ~ (X(m/)÷ 1 ($) - -X~)(S)) ~ Xm(S), Xlm(S), Xm['tt's~], Xmlt' (S)) 
i=O~ 
~T( , ) J t  x~_,(s),x~_,(~)x;~_,(~),~.7'_,(s)) as. (6.5) 
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Thus, from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that (x , , ( t )}  _ S(:g, N2), we have 
(j) I xm+l ( t ) -  x~) ( t ) l  
C4o(b a) 4.j max (1 +lcl) ~ u) LJx,. (t) (o xm-,(t)l+lcl~., ") - - t i lxm+l(t)  - xU)(t) l  
a~t<~b [ i=O i=O 
and hence 
213 
( (1 + Ic l )° )" (1  
< 1 -IclO 
and by now taking p --* oo. 
Next, from (4.1), (6.1) and (6.2), we have 
+ 
(11 + I,olcl)° ) -1 
- ' c ' "  IIx~ - 211 
x l ( t ) -Xo( t )= P3( t ) -  ff3(t) + fa g ( t , s )  C ~o(X{O(s)-x(oO(S)) 
X 8x(oi)(s~)f(s , Xo(S), x'o(s), X'o'(S), xd" (s)) -r l(s) ds 
and as earlier we find 
Ilxl - xoll -< (c + ~)C4,0(b  - 8 )  4 + IclOllx, - xoLI. 
It follows that 
Ilxl - xol l -< (1 - Ic l0) - l (c  + ~)C4,0(b - a)  4. 
Using (6.7) in (6.3), inequality (6.4) follows. [] 
Remark 6.2. If c = 0, then Theorem 6.1 provides the same conclusions as Theorem 4.3 and hence there is no 
advantage; however, if c = 1 the convergence is quadratic. This we will prove in our next theorem. 
Theorem 6.3. Let the conditions of Theorem 6.1 for c = 1 be satisfied. Further, let f(t ,  u o, u 1, u 2, u3) be 
continuously twice differentiable with respect o all ui, 0 <~ i <~ 3, on [a, b] x D, and let for all ( t, Uo, ul, u2, u3) 
~[a ,b]XD 
32 U3 ) -~< ~f( t ,  Uo, Ul, u2, t i t j k ,  0 <~ i , j  <~ 3. 
(6.7) 
IIxm+l - xmll ~ (1 + Icl)Ollxm - xm-dl + IclOllxm+l - x,~ll, 
which also provides 
(1 + Icl)O 
LIx,,+l - x,.l l < 1 - IclO IIx,, - xm- l l l .  
Finally, an easy induction provides 
(1 + [c])O]" 
I[xm+' - Xmll ~ 1 - ]7~ ] I[xl - XlI. (6.6) 
Since 0 2 = (1 + 2[c])8 < 1, (6.6) implies that (xm(t)} is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to some 
x*(t) ~ S(.~, N2). That this x*(t) is indeed the unique solution of (1.1), (1.2) can easily be verified. 
The error bound (6.4) follows from (6.6) and the triangular inequality 
IlXm+p - xmll < IlXm+p - x,.+p-lll + IlXm+p-1 - x,,+p-2l[ + "'" + I[Xm+l - x,,l[ 
<~ 1 -[clO 1 ~-~ ] +""  + 1 --I'-~-0- ) ] II11 - xl[ 
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Then 
1 1[ 
[[X,~+a--X,~ll~allXm--Xm_~[[2~ (allxa--x011)2m~ ½k(,+8) (6.8) 
where a = k02/2(1 - O)C4,o( b - a)". Thus, the convergence is quadratic if ½k( ~ + 8)(0/(1 - 0)) z < 1. 
Proof. In Theorem 6.1 we have proved that (Xm(I)} C S(x, g2). Thus for all m, (xm(t), x'm(t), x~,(t), 
x,';' ( t ) )~  D. Furthermore, since f is twice continuously differentiable, we have 
f ( t ,  xm(t),  x ' ( t ) ,  x ' ( t ) ,  x "  (t)) = 
=f ( t ,  xm_,(t  ), x~_l(  t ), x~_ l ( t ) ,  Xm'~ 1(/)) 
3 0 
t ) f ( t ,x  m_ (t), (t), m-l ,  , xm-a(t)) m- x"  t t ~ '" + E (x~>(t)-x(O ~(t))~..,> ( , x - ,  ,
i ~ 0 ~m - 1 
I[ 3_ " -x(O t'" b-~]'f(t'p°)a(t)p2(t)'p3(t)'Opi(t) J (6.9) + i~o ( .~) ( t )  m-lk ' ' ,  
where p~(t) lies inbetween --m-1~"(° rt~j and x~)(t), 0 ~< i < 3. Use (6.9) in (6.5) to obtain 
(' 
- f g ( t , s )  ~.. (xm+i(s) Xm+l(t  ) xm(t )= b ( , )  ~a i~O 
Lemma 2.1 provides 
-x2>(~)) ~/(s ,  zm(s), x . (~) ,  ~;;(s), x£' (~)) 
1 x . ,  + - m_,(s))op~(s ) f ( s ,  po(s ) ,p , (s ) ,p2(s ) ,p3(s ) )  ds 
i=0  
[x~)+l(t) x~)(t)l<~ f4 , j (b -a )  4-j C4," -, - L i~(b -a  ) [[Xm+l--Xm[I 
i 4,0 
4, i  __ Xm_l[[2 +5 ~-'Li-c--~,,(b-a)-' k[lxm 
L i=o 4.o 
kO 2 
IlXm -- Xm_ 1112, 
and hence 
IIx,,+~ - x,,ll ~< Ollx,,+~ - x,,ll + 
which is same as 
Ilx,,+l - x,,l[ ~< allxm - xm-lll z. 
2C4,o(b-a) 4 
The second part of (6.8) follows by an easy induction, the last part is an application of (6.7). [] 
7. Some examples 
Here we shall provide some examples which dwell on the importance and limitations of our results. 
Example 7.1. For the boundary value problem 
x (4) - x 2 sin x + sin t, (7.1) 
x(O) -- 1, x'(O) = x(1)  = x ' (1)  = O, (7.2) 
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we have P3( t )= (1 - t)2(1 + 2t), Q = k 2 + 1. Thus the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied provided 
that 
l~<k o and 1~<384ko/ ( l+ko2) .  
Hence there exists at least one solution of (7.1), (7.2) in the region 
S = ( ( t ,  x ) :0  ~< t ~< 1, Ix[~< k 0 where 1 ~< k o ~< 383.9973958... }
Example 7.2. For the differential equation 
x ~4) = x 1/2 sin e x + e -'2, (7.3) 
together with (1.2), Corrollary 3.3 ensures the existence of at least one solution in the region S = ((t, s): a 
~<t~<b, lx [<o¢)  as long asA l ,A  z ,B  1,B 2and(b-a )  arefinite. 
Example 7.3. For the differential equations (7.1) and (7.3), condition (3.3) is not satisfied and hence 
Theorem 3.5 cannot be applied. 
Consider the differential equation 
X (4) = X sin x + e - t :  (7.4) 
together with boundary conditions (7.2). For the function x sin x + e -t2 condition (3.3) is satisfied with 
L = 1, L 0 = 1 and (3.4) is obvious. Thus, (7.4), (7.2) has at least one solution x*(t )  in S = ((t, s): 0 ~< t ~< 1, 
Ixl < o¢}. Since l = 1, the last inequality obtained in Theorem 3.5 provides 
]x* ( t ) -  (1 - / )2 (1  + 2t)l ~< 3~383 = 5.222 × 10 -3 , 
i.e., 
Ix*(t)l ~< 1.005222. 
Example 7.4. For the boundary value problem 
x ~') = x sin x 2, (7.5) 
together with (2.1), Theorem 3.6 ensures that x( t )  = 0 is the only solution as long as (b - a) ~< 4.4267. 
Examples 7.5. For the boundary value problem 
x ~4) = x sin x + sin t, (7.6) 
x(0) = x'(0) = x ( '~/2)  = x'(~r/2) = 0, (7.7) 
we take ~(t)  = 0, so that c = 0, 8 = maxo~,~/z ls in  t I = 1, D = ( u0:lu01 ~ g } and L 0 = 1 + N. Thus, the 
conditions of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied provided that 
0 = 3~4(1 + N)(~r/2)  4 < 1 (7.8) 
and 
(1 - 0) -13~(v /2)  4 ~ N. (7.9) 
Both (7.8) and (7.9) are satisfied if and only if 
1 4 N 
~(~r/2)  ~< 1 + N(1 + U) '  
i.e., as long as 0.0161139 . . . .  N~* ~< N ~< N~' = 62.05808 . . . .  
Since Xo( t ) - O, (4.3) provides 
,-~r/2 
x l ( t )=)o  g ( t , s )s insds=s in t+(Z- ,~/2) (Z /~)3t3+(~-3) (2 /~)2t2 - t ,  (7.10) 
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and, from (7.10) 
[Ix1 - xll ~< 3@4- (7.11) 
Thus if we take N = N~' = 0.0161139, then 0--0.016109819 and N O = 0.002646806. Hence Theorem 4.3 
ensures that (7.6), (7.7) has a unique solution x*(t), maxo<,~/21x*(t)l <~ 0.0161139, and the iterative 
scheme 
f~/2 , .  
m=0,1 . . . . .  
Xo(t)=0, 
converges to x*(t) with 
IIx* - Xmll <~ (0.016109819) " (0.002646806). 
Example 7.6. Again we consider (7.6), (7.7) with if(t) -= 0, and apply Theorem 6.1. In this case L o = 1 + N 
and if c = 1, the conditions are satisfied, provided that 
02 = 3@4(1 + U) ( '~/2)  4 < 1 (7.12) 
and 
N 2 = (1 - 02)-a 3~4 (-~/2) 4 ~< U. (7.13) 
As in Example 7.5, (7.12) and (7.13) are satisfied if and only if 
N 
( , , /2 ) '  .< 
1 + 3N(1 + N) '  
i.e., as long as 0.016659943... ~< N ~< 20.00807171 . . . .  If we take N = 0.016659943, then 02 = 0.048355429 
and N z = 0.016659942. 
Thus, Theorem 6.1 guarantees the convergence of the quasilinear scheme 
~r/2 
xm+,( t )=f0  g(t,s){Xm(S )sinxm(s )+s ins+(xm+,(s ) -x , . ( s ) )× 
× [Xm(S) COS Xm(S ) + sin xm(s)]  }ds, rn=0,1 . . . . .  (7.14) 
Xo(t)=0, 
to the unique solution x*(t) of (7.6), (7.7). Also (6.4) provides 
llx* - x,,l[ ~< (0.032765075) " (0.016659942). 
Finally we note that in Theorem 6.3, k = (2 + N) / (1  + N)  2. Thus a = ½(2 + N) / (1  + N)  2 x (0/ (1  - 
0)) 2, which is in fact less than 2.61826... × 10 -4  and hence (7.14) indeed converges quadratically. 
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